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Outdoor Kitchen Guide

The country’s long-term love affair with grilling has gone to 
the next level: building an outdoor kitchen in the backyard. It 
actually makes perfect sense -- why run back and forth from the 
kitchen to the barbecue when you can just move it all outside? 
Regardless of where you live, an outdoor kitchen can be a great 
place to entertain family and friends.

So what is an outdoor kitchen, and are there any considerations 
when coming up with a design? Just as with planning a deck or 
backyard landscaping, it all depends on what your family likes 
and how the area is used.

Outdoor Kitchen Design

There isn’t any set size for an outdoor kitchen, but the 
centerpiece is normally the grill. You have a lot of freedom with 
the design, but here are a few considerations to keep in mind:

1. Location. Remember that one of the goals is to reduce the 
amount of walking required. Building close to the house can 
be a good idea, making it easier to carry out the food and 
drinks. This location also allows you to tap into the house’s 
electricity, gas, or plumbing, which may be needed for the 
kitchen, without going to great expense. Why worry about 
propane tanks or ice buckets if you have gas and plumbing 
lines on the other side of the wall?

2. Cover. Is your kitchen going to be open or does it need 
to have some sort of shade or cover? If you live in an area 
subject to frequent summertime rain showers, adding a 
pergola with some roof panels may eliminate the need to 
cancel plans when clouds begin to gather. Homeowners in 
climate zones such as the Southwest typically include some 
sort of shading in their outdoor kitchen design. However, if 
you live in a close-to-ideal climate, having an open kitchen 
can allow your family and guests to enjoy nature’s beauty.

3. Entertaining. Will the kitchen be used primarily for large 
gatherings, or do you envision a lot of casual family dining? 
A separate area for mingling and a serving counter might 
be helpful if you expect to entertain a lot of people. On the 
other hand, a small, comfortable setup with a bit of food 
preparation counter space may be all that you need for just 
your immediate family.

4. Convenience. The same principles used in designing an 
indoor kitchen apply to the outdoor variety as well. Keep 
the main features that receive the most use such as the grill, 
refrigerator, and prep counter close together to reduce 
travel, but not so near each other that you’re constantly 
bumping into your grilling helpers.
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5. Budget. Often it all comes down to this -- how much can 
you comfortably spend on your outdoor kitchen? While 
having an outdoor fireplace and a lot of stainless steel 
appliances might be nice, it can also be very expensive. An 
outdoor kitchen can range from several thousand dollars into 
the tens of thousands. One method for keeping your costs 
down is to incorporate as many of your existing backyard 
features into the new design as possible. If you already have 
a deck, gazebo or patio, figure out how they can become a 
part of your new kitchen.

An outdoor kitchen can be a great addition to your home, but 
may receive more use if it’s planned around your family’s way of 
life. If you do that and stay within your budget, you should end 
up with an excellent design.


